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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Barang elektronik digunakan sebagai bahagian kehidupan mereka. Teknologi 

berkembang dengan masa, kebanyakannya dalam industri elektronik. Dengan 

mencipta alat-alat elektronik, kita perlu mereka bentuk sebuah litar elektronik dan ia 

akan menghasilkan dalam kuantiti yang banyak. Mesin etching mudah alih adalah 

reka bentuk untuk memberi kelebihan untuk pengguna supaya pengguna boleh 

disimpan tenaga tanpa melakukan proses etching secara manual, memendekkan masa 

untuk melengkapkan proses etching, menjimatkan kos tanpa menggunakan mesin 

etching yang mahal dan itu mesra pengguna. Walaupun pada masa kini kita telah 

mempunyai mesin etching, ia biasanya diletakkan di dalam industri atau syarikat 

yang menjalankan atau membina litar elektronik dan kemahuan yang membuatkan 

kita sukar untuk menggunakan semua masa yang kita mahu. Selain itu, orang 

kebanyakannya akan melakukan proses etching ini secara manual dengan mengocak 

papan PCB dengan campuran bahan kimia dan ia akan menjadikan kita membazirkan 

tenaga dan masa yang kita bayangkan untuk sepenuhnya etching dalam masa yang 

singkat. Pengecualian untuk sebuah syarikat elektronik yang dikendalikan dengan 

menggunakan mesin yang besar dan mendapat kuantiti yang konsisten untuk 

menghasilkan litar elektronik, ramai orang di luar sana yang memerlukan cara yang 

lebih mudah untuk punaran litar bahawa mereka mempunyai reka bentuk. Sama ada 

mereka perlu lakukan secara manual dengan mengocak papan PCB di dalam bekas 

yang menyelesaikan dengan cecair etching atau mereka perlu menggunakan mesin 

etching yang kos banyak. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Peoples are using electronics as a part of their life. Technologies evolved by 

the time, mostly in electronics industries. By inventing electronic devices, we will 

have to design an electronic circuits and it will be produced in a big quantities. This 

portable etching machine were design to give advantage for the users so that they can 

saved energy without doing the etching process manually. It also can reduce the time 

to complete the etching process, saving cost without using an expensive etching 

machine and it’s user friendly. Even though nowadays we already have an etching 

machine, it’s usually placed in an industries or company that run or construct 

electronics circuit and that will makes us difficult to use all the time we want. 

Moreover, people will mostly do this etching process manually by shaking the PCB 

board with the chemicals and it will cause on wasting waste energy and time. 

Supposedly this etching process can be done in a short time. Exception for an 

electronics company which run by using a big machine and get a consistent 

quantities to produce electronics circuit, many people out there who need an easier 

way to etching the circuit that they had design. Either can do manually by shaking 

the PCB board in a container that solve with etching liquid can use a commercial 

etching machine which is cost a lot. 
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1.1 Background 

Technologies evolved by time, mostly in electronics industries. This portable 

etching machine were design to give advantages for users so that users can saved 

energy without doing the etching process manually, shortening the time to complete 

the etching process, saving cost without using the expensive etching machine and it’s 

user friendly. Even though nowadays we already have an etching machine, it usually 

placed in an industries or company that run or construct electronics circuit and that 

will makes us hard to use all the time we want. Moreover, people will mostly do this 

etching process manually by shaking the printed circuit board (PCB) with the 

solution and it will take time. 

Furthermore the operation of this etching machine are using radio frequency 

(RF) to switch on. Next, the heat coil will boil the water until its reach the boiling 

point so that the etching process will produce good result of the PCB. Then, the next 

process will triggered on with a timer which is the etching process started. 

Other than that, this machine will operates by using motor that can spin the 

PCB for etching process. It will supply by 12V input and the speed of motor can be 

control and can spin by forward and reverse. Then, the motor will stop automatically 

because of it is sets with a timer so that within the time setting the operation will end. 

In the duration of the time limit if the unwanted copper of the PCB still there, the 

process will be repeated.  

INTRODUCTION
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1.2 Project Statement 

Nowadays peoples are using electronics as parts of their life. By inventing 

electronic devices, we will have to design an electronic circuits and it will be produce 

in a big quantities. Exception for an electronics company which run by using big 

machine and get a consistent quantities to produce electronics circuit, many people 

out there who need an easier way to etching the circuit that they had design. Either 

they have to do manually by shaking the PCB board in a container that solve with 

etching liquid or they have to use the etching machine which is cost a lot. 

1.3 Objective 

The purpose of designing this project based on the observation which is:  

 To make the user easy to do the etching process without using their own 

energy. 

 Consider saving the time to complete the etching process for the PCB 

board.  

 This product is more affordable compare to the etching machine that we 

use nowadays which is bigger and expensive. 

 User friendly. 

 

1.4 Work scope 

The scopes of this project are base from radio frequency which is to transmit 

and receive signal so that the user can be easily use the machine. All the specification 

for this project has its own benefit that gives advantages to the users. The main 

purpose is this project will overcome the problem that user can used this machine 

anytime and anywhere. 
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2.1 History 

A printed circuit board or PCB is a board that contain an electronic circuit 

that connecting electronic components found in devices. The circuits are formed by a 

thin layer printed on the surface of an insulating board. 

 

There are three major types of printed circuit board construction which is 

single-sided, double-sided, and multi-layered. Single-sided boards have the 

components on one side of the PCB. When the number of components becomes too 

much for a single-sided board, a double-sided board may be used. Electrical 

connections between the circuits on each side are made by drilling holes through the 

PCB in appropriate locations and plating the inside of the holes with a conducting 

material. Other than that a multi-layered board, has a copper made up of layers of 

printed circuits separated by layers of insulation. 

 

Printed circuit boards evolved from electrical connection systems that were 

developed in the 1850s. Metal strips or rods were originally used to connect large 

electric components mounted on wooden bases. In time the metal strips were 

replaced by wires connected to screw terminals, and wooden bases were replaced by 

metal chassis. But smaller and more compact designs were needed due to the 

increased operating needs of the products that used circuit boards.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

CHAPTER 2 
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2.2 Etching solutions and chemicals 

Several chemicals are used for etching. The most common etchants are: 

 Ferric chloride 

 Sulphuric acid 

 Chromic acid 

 Cupric chloride 

 Alkaline ammonia 

2.2.1 Ferric Chloride 

Ferric chloride etching solutions are widely used in etching process in PCB 

industry. It has a high etching rate and high copper dissolving capacity. It is used 

with gold plate boards. As the ferric chloride etchant attacks tin, this is not suitable 

for tin or tin-lead plated boards. The rate of dissolution of copper depends on the 

ferric chloride concentration, temperature and agitation rate. Other than that, ferric 

chloride is the oldest and perhaps the most common etchant. It normally comes in 

crystal form. The crystals are dissolved in de-ionized water to achieve the 

concentration in the solution. This is typically 500 gm of ferric chloride in one litre 

of water. 

2.2.2 Sulphuric Acid 

Sulphuric acid is extensively used for copper surface preparation which is 

also called micro etching. It is compatible with organic and metallic resists and 

provides a steady etching rate with optimum undercut. It is a strong oxidizing agent. 

It oxidizes and dissolved the metallic copper. The sulphuric acid makes the copper 

soluble and keeps the dissolved copper as copper sulphate in the solution while 

copper sulphate helps to stabilize etch and recovery rates. 
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2.2.3 Chromic Acid 

Chromic acid mixed with sulphuric acid is used because of its strong 

oxidizing power and suitability for all kinds of metal resists. The etching rate is 

inconsistent but it has the advantage of little under cutting. However it’s used is now 

limited since it is difficult to regenerate and it is highly toxic, polluting and 

hazardous to health. It is generally not recommended for use. 

2.2.4 Cupric Chloride 

Cupric chloride offers an economical solution in the etching on a larger scale. 

From the pollution point of view, it offers the advantage of easy regenerate ability 

with the possibility of a relatively easy disposal, high throughput and better material 

recovery the dissolved copper capacity which is up to 150 g/l is high. 

2.2.5 Alkaline Ammonia 

Alkaline ammonia etching system is used in both etching system and is 

compatible with metallic and organic resists. The advantages of this etching are its 

minimum undercut, high copper dissolving capacity and fast etch rates. Alkaline 

etchants provide continuous etching rates of 30-60 um cu/min at a dissolved copper 

content of 150 g/l in the etchant.      

2.3 Equipment and techniques 

The etchant may be applied to boards in one of the following ways:  

 Immersion etching 

 Bubble etching 

 Splash etching 

 Spray etching 
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2.3.1 Immersion Etching 

 

Immersion etching is the semi-plast technique which requires only a tank 

containing etching solution into which the board are immersed. The board are kept 

immersed until the etching is complete. This requires a long process time and the 

etch rate is thereby low. The solution can be heated to speed up the etching process. 

This method is suitable for small board. Normally ammonium persulphate with 

sulphuric acid etching medium is used for immersion etching. 

 

  

Figure 2.1: Immersion Etching 

 
 

2.3.2 Bubble Etching 

 

This technique is a modified form of immersion etching with difference that 

air is bubbled through the etching solution. Air, passing through the solution, has two 

functions: 

 

 To ensure fresh etchant contact at the surface and to rinse away dissolved 

metal. 

 To enhance the oxidation power and to regenerate the etchant. 

 

The rate of etching, to a certain extent, depends upon the air pressure 

(normally up to 2 psi) to obtain good quality of etching. Chromic sulphuric acid and 
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ammonium sulphate etchants are used in this technique. The primary disadvantage of 

bubble etching, when used with hydrogen peroxide sulphuric acid etchant, is that it 

generates a significant quantity of corrosive aerosol. Effective fume collecting with 

active scrubbing must be implemented if a bubbler is used. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Bubble Etching 

 

 

2.3.3 Splash Etching 

The principle of splash etching involves a paddle or cup attached to a motor 

driven shaft. When the motor rotate, the etchant is thrown by centrifugal force 

towards the board being etched. The contact of the solution with the boards depends 

upon the shaft rotation and paddle design. Splash or paddle etching is better than 

bubble etching with regard or even etching and minimum undercut. But, only a 

limited number of boards can be etched at a time. Ferric chloride acid solutions are 

commonly used in this type of technique. A large volume reservoir is provided at the 

bottom of the tank to minimize solution replacement. The technique has become 

obsolete because of the low etch rates as compared to automatic spray etch machines. 
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Figure 2.3: Splash Etching 

 

2.3.4 Spray Etching 

In this simplest form, a spray etching machine consists of a box type chamber 

having a sump below. The etching solution is pump under pressure from the sump 

through a pipe network to the nozzles and splashed onto the board surface. This 

allows the fresh solution to be sprayed giving a high etching rate. The factors which 

determine the evenness of etch are: 

 

 Uniformity of spray pattern, force, drainage and pattern configuration. 

 Etchant chemistry, the pump pressure, and nozzle configuration and 

placement, which determine the rate of etching. 

 The spray, which is done on both sides of the PCB on case of double sided 

board. 

 

The board are etched continuously in this closed loop system. The etch rate is 

high in this system with minimum undercut and fine-line definition. Ammonium 

chloride etchant is commonly used in this technique for double sided boards. The 
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fabricated equipment should be made of acid and alkali resist material like PVC. 

There are two types of spray etching technique which are: 

 

 Horizontal spraying, where in this technique, etching is done from 

independently controlled spray nozzle banks at the top and bottom. Double 

sided horizontal etches are generally preferred in PC manufacturing as a 

majority of the PCBs are double sided.  

 Vertical spraying, which is the etching is carried out by placing panels in a 

rack, which is lowered into the spray box area. A combination of nozzle 

movement and nozzle oscillation up and down or sideways, with a large 

number of nozzles, provides optimum results. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Horizontal Spraying Etching 
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Figure 2.5: Vertical Spraying Etching 

 

2.4  Radio Frequency (RF) 

 

RF (Radio Frequency) signals are electromagnetic signals that can propagate 

through space or solid state medium like- copper wires. For wireless communication, 

RF portion is connected to an antenna, so that it can be propagated out into the space. 

For wired communication, RF signal simply propagates through metal wires in a 

circuit board without the need of an antenna. 

 

In literature, there are various frequency ranges for RF signals. Generally, 

frequency up to 3 GHz is considered as RF signal. Frequency range of 3-30 GHz is 

considered as microwave frequency and 30-300 GHz is considered as millimetre 

wave frequency. 

 

Regardless of the frequency range, electromagnetic waves or RF waves travel 

at the speed of light (3x108 meter/second) in vacuum or free space and are subject to 

reflection, refraction, diffraction, and scattering. In fact, in non-line of site RF 

communication (antenna transmitting RF signal does not directly see an antenna 

receiving RF signal), RF signals transmitted through a transmitting antenna reaches 
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the receiving antenna separated in space through reflection, refraction, diffraction, 

and scattering. 

 

Different radio signals have different properties, which is high frequencies 

and low frequencies. Signal refractions shows that signals bend through the 

atmosphere while signal diffraction means that the signals bend around obstructions 

and signal reflection represent signals bounce off obstructions or solid objects. Radio 

Frequency coverage from any base station is determined by three factors: 

 

 The height of the antenna. 

 The type of antenna used. 

 The Radio Frequency Power Level emitted. 

 

Absorption describes how a radio signal is absorbed by objects which is the 

greater the amount of absorption the less geographical area can be covered. Organic 

material absorbs more wireless signals than in non-organic. Absorption can be 

compensated for in the following ways: 

 

 By using higher-gain antennas. 

 By using higher RF power levels in order to cover the same geographic 

area. 

 

2.5 Radio Frequency Characteristics 
 

 

Figure 2.6: Frequency range 


